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A snapshot of discussions by council members attending the fifth maritime affairs
development council (from left, council member Cheng Ming-shu, council member
Wei Jing-fen, council member Jiang Huang-tze, council member Wang Guan-hsiung
and council member Chu Wen-yen)
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T he Coast Guard Administration has staged the fifth council meet-

ing of the Maritime Affairs Development Council (the Maritime

Development Council) at the administration's No.1 conference room at

14:30pm on the afternoon of September 6, 2005, which is attended by

ten Maritime Affairs Development council members Hu Nien-zhu, Chu

Wen-yen, Jiang Huang-zhe, Wei Jing-fen and so forth and two experts;

administration minister Syu Huei-you has presided the meeting in

person, at which he not only thanks the council members for taking the

time to partake the meeting, but also provides the following description,
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With the Maritime Development Council being the administration's
important think tank, in the wake of any crucial policy promotion or
initial conception of policy development sought, the administration has
always anticipated of soliciting the valuable opinions from respected
council members by utilizing your ample of learning experience and
expertise for garnering widespread opinions that would poise to per-
fect various policy promotions sought by the administration, not only
in bridging the practical needs but also in swiftly responding to social
pulses and needs.

At the current meeting, the organizing unit not only wishes to
present to you council members with an overview of the administration's
task implementation, but also anticipate to soliciting your council mem-
bers' ample academic exposure to favor us with your valuable opinions
toward the relevant topics that would facilitate the overall policy
development.  In addition, to actively support the Maritime Develop-
ment Council's logistical work, the following description has been pre-
sented to your council members,

I. The result exhibition proposal for the "2005 Taiwan Maritime Year
serial campaign

As the 2005 Taiwan Maritime Year campaign is winding down to
a close, and in order to close it with a grand finale, and as a historical
witness, there are plans to stage a 2005 Taiwan Maritime Year result
exhibition, with initial concept calls for staging a result debut, which is
intended to revolve around the Maritime Development Council's six
task forces as the central focus embracing the six aspects of strategy,
security, resources, industry, culture and high-tech R&D for showcas-
ing the promotion and implementation yield of the maritime year. As
the organizing unit has had initial concepts drafted and will present
further description to all of you at the meeting.

II.The administration's participating in 2005 Maritime Ministerial
Meeting held in Bali, Indonesia

Of the maritime ministerial meeting held in Bali, Indonesia from
Sept. 13 through 17 of this year (2005), it marks the administration's
first attendance, and the state of relevant task preparation about at-
tending the maritime ministerial meeting will be presented to all coun-
cil members at this meeting.  In addition, for the 2nd APEC maritime
ministerial meeting, the Maritime Development Council members Chu
Wen-yen and Hu Nien-zhu have joined the delegation, anticipating that
their experiences of participating a number of international meetings
would bring us inspirations for building our energy and exposure and
for excelling the administration's partaking global affairs to a new
milestone.

III.The proposal for enlisting a maritime affairs related position
system in the civil servant (specialized skill and technical
personnel) examination

In support of developing relevant maritime policy and promot-
ing the execution by recruiting maritime professional talents to join gov-
ernment department to provide services, the administration plans to
enlist maritime affairs related position system categories in the civil

servant examination and specialized skill and technical personnel
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examinations; however,  administration re-

cruitment through examination, as marred

by quota, may not provide sufficient human

resources in a short time to let in the per-

sonnel to work in government departments.

It is hereby proposed to the Examination

Yuan to deregulate stipulations governing

inter-departmental hiring to provide the

agencies with flexible room, and allow the

agencies to select and appoint adequate per-

sonnel according to the operating needs to

better meet operational development needs.

Participating council members, such

as Chu Wen-yen, Sung Yen-hui, Jiang

Huang-zhe, Hu Nien-zhu, Chung Jien,

Cheng Ming-shu, Wei Jing-fen and so forth

have presented their interpretation and

viewpoints toward the foresaid issues,

which have been recapped and excerpted as follows,

I. The scenarios in adjacent sea territories

(I) As there is a need for Coast Guard Administration associates to

strength their identification training on maritime detection in-

struments (equipment), when conducting ship and vessel de-

tection with other countries, it is prudent to instigate photogra-

phy surveillance and to grasp relevant information as amply as

possible, in order to facilitate further analysis study and for pro-

viding local oceanic related scholars analytical comparison to

further discern the maritime survey ship's working purpose and

intention.

(II) In maritime affairs disposition and response strategy, the Coast

Guard Administration could take to discussions by staging in-

terim meeting inviting related scholars or agencies to improve

gathering information and firsthand response strategy.

(III) In regard to Somalia rebels' seizing the Taiwanese fishing boat,

it is prudent to actively seek to instill an antiterrorism emer-

gency response energy and mechanism; however, the rescue

mode for infiltrating through a third country does call for fur-

ther stringent scrutiny.

(IV) With the island of Tung Sha's Bi Hai project that pertains to

 a working platform set up to process illegally scrapped main-

land fishing ships, the response to the controversy of an alleged

occupation has been well handled and executed; it is advisable

that the Coast Guard Administration could continue to demon-

strate law enforcement authority when responding to uninhib-

ited reef of the Penghu islands.

(V) As there are many ways to enforce the nation's maritime equity,

it is recommended that the Coast Guard Administration is to

timely remind the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to present the Tai-

wan Government's claim when conducting maritime entitlement

declaration or collaboration projects, so to avoid creating silent

recognition due to inaction.

A snapshot of administration direc-
tor Syu Huei-you hosting the fifth
meeting of the maritime affairs de-
velopment council
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(VI) To forcefully enforce fishery escort, the Coast Guard Administration

may consider establish a maritime security task force with Ja-

pan Coast Guard to facilitate instilling a Sino-Japanese fishery

security negotiation mechanism taking to a routine staging of

discussion and negotiation as a solution focus.

(VII) With the so-called middle line of the strait being a vague dividing

line adopted during the joint Sino-American defense against

military conflicts, which is considered a strategic thinking, the

present Coast Guard Administration's response to trespassing

by mainland Chinese boats shan't be divided by the middle line,

or else it might lead to the confusion of being regarded as state

boundary line, creating difficulties in handling boat trespass-

ing in offshore island areas of Kinmen, Matsu and Penghu.

(VIII) With regard to the declaration in restrictive banning to the

South China Sea water region, this has been drafted by the De-

partment of Defense in accordance with the Cross-strait People's

Relations Act, which is of a military defense stipulation, and

does not provide stipulations governing people and ships of

other nationalities, and even stipulations governing Kinmen,

Matsu would need to be stringently reconsidered.

(IX) In addressing the Taiwan peripheral sea territorial conflicts, it is

urgent to establish a reporting mechanism and venue with Ja-

pan Coast Guard, which may pose certain administrative

obstacles, yet Japan Coast Guard University should be able to

dispatch personnel for talent culmination via academic means

by looking to establish a relationship focus on academic ex-

change that would directly help to form a collaboration mecha-

nism serving as a venue for jointly infiltrating maritime crime.

II. Participating the 2nd APEC maritime ministerial meeting

(I)    It would be prudent to utilize the opportunity of partaking the

2nd APEC maritime ministerial meeting to conduct tangible bi-

lateral meetings in an attempt to establish venue of contact with

other countries in coast guard training, education and maritime

law enforcement.

(II)   Concerning the APEC ministerial meeting's joint declaration, in

light that setting up a 200 nautical mile of ocean protection zone

has been presented in the declaration made in Seoul in 2002,

and with Taiwan moving to install a national ocean park on the

Tung Sha Island at the end of 2005, it is recommended that this

implementation be streamlined under subsequent finding and

performance watch following the 2002 Seoul meeting.

(III) With regard to APEC international meetings, where relevant ministers

from various delegations have had progress reports presented

in a literature format, it is recommended that the Coast Guard

Administration ought to streamline the works of Taiwan's

progress in the recent years following the Seoul meeting, en-

compassing the inception of the Maritime Development Council,

to passing the national maritime policy abstract, to launching

the national ocean park and the like.

III. The proposal for enlisting a maritime affairs related position
system in the civil servant (specialized skill and technica
personnel) examination
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(I) As human resources culmination by the

Oceanog raphy Academy  has been rather arduous, it is

prudent to devise a comprehensive oceanographic hu-

man resources culmination, examination and promo-

tion system that would be applicable to public and

private sectors.

(II)  With regard to deleting the portion of

biodiversity

at last year's  general and higher examinations while

going over the issue at the Examination Yuan meet-

ing this year, the Examination Yuan has agreed to

enlist the same, and with regard to oceanic depart-

ments and schools, the bureau of maritime

administration's maritime resources job system

has been ascertained and itemized.  At the meeting,

school directors and department deans have re-

garded the appendage and deletion of the job sys-

tem to heed to the subjects that are offered at vari-

ous colleges and universities, or else there would not be stan-

dard answers to the teachers who are giving out the questions,

hence garnering the portion of maritime study to become in-

creasingly important.

IV. Other recommendations

(I)    With the publication of the Seas of Taiwan compiled with diligence

and care, it is recommended that it be sent to colleges and uni-

versities for perusal in the name of the Maritime Development

Council to strengthen patriotic education.

(II)   As the publication - the Seas of Taiwan, has been compiled in an

easy to read and easy to understand manner, ideal for browsing

and reading by people of all ages and education, is there rel-

evant information for sale, or prints to be done in English or

other foreign language that would serve to further promote the

awareness of Taiwan to foreign entities.

(III) With the short clip depicting North Korea's national day circulating

on the Internet, which has had its interactive mode done by com-

mercial packaging, it is advisable that the 2005 Taiwan Mari-

time Year campaign exhibition could also utilize a similar means

for developing and showcasing a different effect.

Lastly, the Minister Mr. Syu thanks all attending council mem-

bers for their enthusiastic input and recommendations, and to empha-

size that of all maritime affairs work that fall under the scope of the

administration's job specification that need to be done or ought to be

done, that anticipate all council members would be generous to pro-

vide the Coast Guard Administrationwith constructive input in defi-

cient areas that would allow the administration to progress and per-

form better under the supervision of the council members.

(The author is officer of Department of Planning, the Coast Guard

Administration)

Maritime affairs council member Prof.
Hu Nien-zhu of National Chung Shan
University taking in the briefing pre-
sented by the organizing unit.
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